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1.0Background: 

People demonstrate ownership of the cleaning in Port Loko District 

Port Loko District Council through funds from the Central Government has           

implemented the monthly cleaning exercise in all thirteen chiefdoms and          

twenty eight Wards in Port Loko District. 

The exercise was aimed at promoting basic hygiene and sanitation for the            

overall wellbeing of the ordinary man. The aspect of waste management has            

been a concern for Local Councils in the country; therefore the           

Re-introduction of the national cleaning by President Bio’s Government was          
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timely particularly in terms of mitigating diseases that relates to poor hygiene            

and sanitation. 

Moreover, the reports gives an update on the cleaning exercise in Port Loko             

District capturing the level of work done in the Peri-Urban Towns and Rural             

Communities within Kafu Bullom, Marampa, Lokamasama, Maforki, Koya,        

Masimera, Tainkatopia, Kasseh, Bureh Chiefdoms among others.  

Precisely, the reports gives explicit details on youth’s activities within the           

selected zones within the aforementioned chiefdoms which included but not          

limited to markets, Community Health Centers, major parks, principal streets,          

clock tower and Council Ward Offices. 

The report further provides pictoral evidences of work done in the different            

locations and the progress results at chiefdom and ward levels. .  

In addition, the report brings to light key successes, challenges and proffered            

recommendations that may improve the general cleaning moving forward. 

In conclusion, to ensure adherence to sound financial principles, the reports           

attempt to explain the budget breakdown and a comprehensive financial          

updates on the judicious utilization of funds received. 

2.0 PROGRESS REPORT AT WARD/ CHIEFDOM LEVEL TOWARDS THE         

CLEANING OBJECTIVES 
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Youth embraces the  national cleaning in Port Loko District 

2.1 Kaffu Bullom /Loko Masama Chiefdoms: Kafu Bullom and Loko Masama           

Chiefdoms are amongst the biggest chiefdoms in Port Loko District, uniquely           

positioned as the international gateway between Sierra Leone and other          

continent notably Europe. The Chiefdom harbours the only International         

Airport in the country (Lungi International Air Port).  

The Chiefdom has a total number of seven wards (236-, 237,238,239,240,241,           

242) inclusive the peri-urban city of Lungi while Loko Masama has five wards             

(241,242,243,244-245).  

Precisely in 241,243,244 and 245 in Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, youths through the            

incentive support schemes ensured the clearing of waste along the key areas,            

markets and drainages.  
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In Ward 237, Rotifunk, Mahera Markets was thoroughly cleaned by youths           

after months of accumulated piles of garbage’s. The markets environment          

should be literally clean to prevent outbreak especially cholera and diarrhoea.           

It is worth noting that cleaning the market was in place especially when it              

reduces the risk of contaminated food. 
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Similarly in 240,242,239,at employed youths exhaustively cleaned the Banda         

wharf ,Tintafoi ,Kafu Bullom which before now lodge mammoth piles of           

garbage that posed health risk. 

2.2 Koya Chiefdom: Koya Chiefdom is bounded by five wards, 254-to 258            

covering the major towns of Masiaka, Mile 38, Mammah, Mokolo and Songo            

situated along the main highway to the capital city, Freetown. 

 

MASIAKA COUNCILLOR ACTIVE DURING THE CLEANING  

In ward 258 and 257, Masiaka, youths were engaged in cleaning the Adventist             

Primary School, town cemetery, major streets which the community and          

Council extensively appreciated. 
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Equally in Songo and Mammah, ward 254 and 255 respectively the youths            

were visibly seen cleaning the Council Ward Offices, major streets and other            

public places were properly cleaned. 

 

2.3 Maforki, Bureh/Kamasondo /Tinkatupa Chiefdoms 
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Maforki, Bureh, Kamasondo and Tinkatupa Chiefdoms are among the major          

Chiefdoms in Port Loko and has a composition of five wards (248,249, 246,             

250, 252) 

  

Maforki was strategic in the general cleaning, ward 247 and 248 which spread             

through Kamasondo and Bureh Chiefdoms. During the cleaning youths were          

engaged in Maconteh, Kasseh to do cleaning of the hospital and maintenance            

of principal streets  
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In ward 248,249 and 250, comprising Kamasondo, Kasse, Maconteh, and           

Bureh Chiefdoms, youths were seen as portrayed in the picture above cleaning            

major spot within the township. 

2.4   Marampa Chiefdom  

The general cleaning exercise has been a major success in Marampa especially            

for the headquarter town of Lunsar.The Chiefdoms has three wards, 261,262           

and 263.  

 

In ward 262, Lunsar, youths and the general residents were seen actively            

involved in the cleaning of their households and other public domains.  

The youths further embarked on clearing on drainages, gutters, market and           

other major public centres. 
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 3.0   Key Outcomes indicator/Success  

❖  Upgraded household hygiene and sanitation  

❖ Some Community Health Centres in rural communities scaled up          

cleaning of their environment 

❖ Reduced potential threats of flooding in some parts of Lungi, Gbere           

Junction and others 

❖   Increased community ownership  of the cleaning 

❖ The cleaning of the Gbere junction market which was abandoned may           

rekindled the spirit of traders for economic empowerment  

❖ Face lifted communities 

❖ Reduce threats of malaria normally  

 

4.0   Our Implementation Strategy  

Port Loko District Council is the second largest Council and the biggest District             

bounded by twenty eight wards in Eleven Chiefdoms which makes it unique            

from the other Local Councils. As part of our implementation strategy, Council            

as an initial step did ward mapping to help examine which areas require             

massive cleaning in the wards and Chiefdoms followed by engagement with           

Ward Committee Members and Councillors in the various wards. Community          

sensitization and owning the process was pivotal. The Chiefs and Councillors           

were highly involved in the selection of beneficiaries. 
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To enhance transparency and accountability, Council Finance team were out in           

the field to make pay stipends /incentives to selected youths beneficiaries, 45            

from each Ward.  

The stipends was to motivate youths that were engaged in cleaning the            

markets, parks, streets, health centers and other commercial centers. The          

press, Councillors, Civil society, team from the District Health Management,          

Provincial Office and Office of National Security monitored the cleaning in all            

twenty eight wards.  
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In scaling up our strategy, we relied heavily on the use of community radio              

aimed at educating the masses on waste collection, disposal and treatment. 
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Figure 1 IEC OFFICER HITS THE AIRWAVES AT CRYSTAL RADIO IN LUNSAR 

Engaging the Community radios are key to enhancing sustainable monthly          

cleaning in Port Loko District. 

Additionally, we also provided monitoring allowances to paramount chiefs in          

strategic chiefdoms in a bid to attract community ownership, getting it right            

with the local rulers means you have the will of the people. 

5.0 GENERAL CHALLENGES  

❖ Lack of dumpsite in major towns of Lunsar, Lungi and Masiaka 

❖ There was a stock pile of garbage close to the main road on a portion of                

land said to be property of the Air Port Authority. This garbage could not              

be moved due to the lack of an approved dumpsite. 

❖  In adequate supply of tools 
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❖ Delays in remittance of funds which slow down deployment in suburb           

communities 

 

❖ Drainage works done by the community youths on cleaning day in ward            

239 will not yield the desired result in the absence culverts at cross             

points 

❖ The turnout of youths by far exceeded the proposed 45 youths per ward             

for whom budget was allocated. Selecting beneficiaries for the incentive          

was time-consuming 

❖ Template from Ministry is very complex and time consuming. Some          

youths were deprived for lack of voter identification cards  

❖ Inadequate funds from Central Government precisely for Port Loko         

District which has a composition of twenty eight wards and three peri            

urban towns, Lungi, Masiaka and Lunsar. 

❖ Youth demand high amid limited funds 

6.0 Recommendations  

❖ Support needed towards the establishment of dump site in all major           

towns in Port Loko District. 

❖ Increase budget allocation to Port Loko District considering the number          

of wards 

❖ Scale up funds to address issue of poor drainages on the feeder roads 

❖ Construction of more feeder roads 

❖ Timely disbursement of funds to increase efficiency  

❖ Review of reporting templates particularly on provisions for voter         

Identification cards 

7.0   Financial Report and Budget Breakdown (see annex) 
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